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P R E L I M I N A R Y

Introducing Cineo ReFlex R15: a whole new category 
of hybrid media production lighting. ReFlex re-de� nes 
high-output hard lighting sources, while giving you a 
new level of high-output soft lighting options.

Cineo has developed many new, groundbreaking 
technologies to deliver 125,000 lumens of digital 
lighting with less than a 1,500 watt AC power 
draw. By providing constantly variable CCT, it can 
replace a 10K tungsten, a 6K HMI and everything 
in-between. Beam angle adjustment from 15 to 
50 degrees is accomplished without mechanical 
movement, making it remotely adjustable; and the 
new beam shape control opens a whole new realm 
of possibilities. By simply pulling a lever, the re� ector 
can be replaced with a variety of soft accessories, 
including Snapbags®, lanterns and spacelight bags.

Cineo has completely re-designed its control strategy, 
making it as easy to use as your smart phone. A 
full complement of remote control protocols are 
supported including DMX/RDM and CRMX wireless, 
with sACN, ArtNet and Bluetooth soon available. All 
this in a completely integrated, waterproof package 
weighing 60 lbs.

Scheduled availability of Cineo ReFlex R15 is Q1 2020.

Speci� cations
125,000 lumen output
Variable white light: 2700-6500K
Digitally variable beam angle: 15º to 50º, local or 

remote control 
Digitally controlled beam shape, local or remote 

control 
Flicker-free dimming, 0-100%, local or remote control
Intuitive touchscreen local control
5-pin wired DMX/RDM In, Thru and Re-gen
Integrated Lumen Radio™ CRMX wireless control
sACN/ArtNet capable; bluetooth ready
Removable re� ector with optional soft lighting 

accessories
Removable mounting yoke includes removable Junior 

Pin
(3) Reinforced hang points for top-hanging
Input Power: 110-240VAC 1500 watts max.
Integrated power supply
Fixture Size: 19”l. x 31.5”w. x 26” dia. (48.3cm l. x 80cm 

w. x 66cm d.
Weight: 60 lbs. (27.3kg.)
Silent, active cooling
Environmental temperature range: -20ºC - +40º C
Max. temperature rise: +40º C
ETL, cETL, CE pending
Made in USA


